Grateful I Don’t Live in California
Sometimes it’s hard to remember to be thankful for life’s little blessings. Recently I was
reminded to be grateful I don’t live in California.
My electricity went out for a little while a few days ago, but the power company was on the
ball and power was restored in no time; long before it could have become inconvenient for
anyone but the least prepared among us.
By contrast, the electric utility in California plans to shut oﬀ power to hundreds of
thousands of its paying customers. On purpose. For hours or days or however long they
feel is necessary — without much warning or a chance to properly prepare — to prevent
their substandard system from starting wildﬁres.
Do you think this will cause many Californians — both those personally aﬀected and those
who aren’t — to start taking the idea of “prepping” seriously? I have my doubts, but I’ll
hope.
For most of my life, people have either joked about those who prepared for emergencies,
calling them paranoid, or they quipped “If society collapses, I’ll just come to your house.”
Showing up empty-handed at the house of someone who has spent years of planning and
piles of money for just such a crisis will only be welcomed if the residents of the house are
out of meat and hungry enough to consider adding you to the menu.
If you don’t value your own life enough to plan for emergencies and put those plans into
action, why should anyone risk their own life and the lives of their children to save you?
Anyone should be able to see the value of preparing for natural disasters, and political
disasters — like the one playing out in California — may become more common in the
coming years. “It’s not political,” you say? Sure it is. When political deals grant a power
utility a monopoly over an area, and state laws and “green energy” policies prevent proper
infrastructure, capacity, and maintenance, then the problem is political, no matter who you
would rather blame.
It’s even more directly political when laws require a prepper to handicap himself by staying
hooked to the electrical grid and shut oﬀ his system in the event of a blackout so as to not
have an advantage over his less-prepared neighbors — as is the case in California.
Any real solution begins with barring politics from the discussion. Then, plan for what
happens if politicians interfere anyway. And take a moment to be grateful you don’t live in
California.

